
A Combinatorial Charaterizationof Treelike Resolution SpaeJuan Luis Esteban Jaobo Tor�anDept. L.S.I. Theoretishe InformatikU. Polit�enia de Catalunya Universit�at Ulm/ Jordi Girona Salgado 1{3 Oberer EselsbergE08034 Barelona, Spain D-89069 Ulm, Germanyesteban�lsi.up.es toran�informatik.uni-ulm.deOtober 16, 2003AbstratWe show that the Player-Adversary game from [?℄ played over CNF propo-sitional formulas gives an exat haraterization of the spae needed in treelikeresolution refutations. This haraterization is purely ombinatorial and inde-pendent of the notion of resolution. We use this haraterization to give forthe �rst time a separation between the spae needed in tree-like and generalresolution.1 IntrodutionRobinson introdued in [?℄ the onept of resolution, a refutation proof system forpropositional formulas in onjuntive normal form (CNF). The only inferene rulein this proof system is the resolution rule:C _ x D _ �xC _D :Cutting variable x from lauses C _ x and D _ �x we get the resolvent lause C _D.A resolution refutation of a CNF formula ' is a sequene of lauses C1; : : : ; Cs whereeah Ci is either a lause from ' or is inferred from earlier lauses by the resolutionrule, and Cs is the empty lause. We will denote the empty lause by �. A resolutionrefutation an be seen as direted ayli graph, a dag, in whih the lauses are theverties, and if two lauses are resolved then there is a direted edge going fromeah one of the two lauses to the resolvent. If the underlying graph in a refutationhappens to be a tree, we talk about treelike resolution. It is known that for ertainformulas general resolution an produe shorter refutations than treelike resolution[?, ?℄. The reason for this is that, ontrary to general resolution, in treelike resolution1



if a lause is needed more than one it must be re-derived from the initial lauseseah time.Due to its simpliity and to its relevane in automati theorem proving andlogi programming systems, resolution is one of the best studied refutation systemsand several ways to measure the omplexity of a resolution refutation have beenproposed. The best studied omplexity measure is the size. The size of a refuta-tion is the number of lauses it ontains. It is well known that ertain families ofpropositional formulas need resolution refutations with a number of lauses that isexponential in the formula size [?, ?, ?, ?℄.Beause of the importane of resolution, other measures for the omplexity ofsuh refutations have been introdued. Ben-Sasson and Wigderson [?℄, buildingon previous work [?, ?℄ de�ned the onept of width. The width of a resolutionrefutation is the maximal number of literals in any lause of the refutation. Theresolution width of a formula is the minimal width among all refutations of theformula. Ben-Sasson and Wigderson show that lower bound on the width an beused for proving lower bounds on the resolution size of ertain formulas.Another natural omplexity measure is the spae. Intuitively the resolution spaeof a CNF formula is the minimal number of lauses that must be kept simultaneouslyin order to refute a formula. The formal de�nition [?℄,[?℄ is the following:De�nition 1.1 Let k 2 IN, we say that an unsatis�able CNF formula ' has reso-lution refutation bounded by spae k if there is a series of CNF formulas '1; : : : ; 's,suh that '1 � ', � 2 's, in any 'i there are at most k lauses, and for eah i < s,'i+1 is obtained from 'i by:1) Deleting a lause from 'i.2) Adding the resolvent of two lauses from 'i.3) Adding a lause from ' (initial lause).The spae needed for the resolution of an unsatis�able formula is the minimum kfor whih the formula has a refutation bounded by spae k. Note that initial lausesdo not take muh spae beause they an be added at any moment and at most twoof them are needed simultaneously. The only lauses that onsume spae are theones derived at intermediate stages. In [?, ?℄ it is shown that resolution refutationsfor ertain families of formulas need linear spae. It was observed in [?℄ that thespae required for the resolution refutation of a CNF formula ', orresponds to theminimum number of pebbles needed in the following game played on the graph of arefutation of '.De�nition 1.2 Given a onneted direted ayli graph with one sink the aim ofthe pebble game is to put a pebble on the sink of the graph, the only node with nooutgoing edges, following this set of rules:1) A pebble an be plaed in any initial node, that is, a node with no predeessors.2



2) Any pebble an be removed from any node at any time.3) A node an be pebbled provided all its parent nodes are pebbled.3') If all the parent nodes of node are pebbled, instead of plaing a new pebble onit, one an shift a pebble from a parent node.Lemma 1.3 ([?℄) Let ' be an unsatis�able CNF formula. The spae needed in aresolution refutation of ' oinides with the number of pebbles needed for the pebblegame played on the graph of a resolution refutation of '.In this paper we onsider the restrited ase of spae in treelike resolution refuta-tions and show that this omplexity measure an be exatly haraterized in termsof a two-person ombinatorial game introdued by Impagliazzo and Pudl�ak in [?℄.This game was used for proving lower bounds on the size of treelike resolution refu-tations [?, ?℄. We then use the haraterization to give a separation between thespae needed in treelike and general resolution. Although it is known that familiesof formulas exist for whih there is an exponential separation between the sizes oftheir general and treelike resolution refutations [?, ?℄, a separation between thesetwo types of resolution for the spae measure was not known. We present in Se-tion 3 the �rst suh separation. We give a family fFng of formulas satisfying thatFn requires treelike resolution refutations of spae n� 2 but has general refutationof spae at most 23n+ 3.The ombinatorial game:The game is played in rounds on an unsatis�able formula ' in CNF by twoplayers: Prover and Delayer. Prover wants to falsify some initial lause and Delayertries to retard this as muh as possible. In eah round Prover hooses a variablein ' and asks Delayer for a value for this variable. Delayer an answer either 0,1or �. In this last ase Prover an hoose the truth value (0 or 1) for the variableand Delayer sores one point. The variable is set to the seleted value and the nextround begins. The game ends when a lause in ' is falsi�ed (all its literals are set to0) by the partial assignment onstruted this way. The goal of Delayer is to sore asmany points as possible and Prover tries to prevent this. The outome of the gameis the number of points sored by Delayer.De�nition 1.4 Let ' be an unsatis�able formula in CNF. We denote by g(') themaximum number of points that Delayer an sore while playing the game on ' withan optimal strategy of Prover.Our main result shows that for an unsatis�able CNF formula ', the spae neededin a treelike resolution refutation of ' is exatly g(')+1. Observe that the outomeof the ombinatorial game depends only on the struture of '. This haraterizationof treelike resolution spae is therefore ompletely independent of the notion of reso-lution. We use the haraterization and the relations from spae and size in treelike3



resolution refutation to slightly improve a lower bound for the treelike resolutionsize in terms of the points sored in the ombinatorial game from [?℄.Atserias and Dalmau have given reently [?℄ a ombinatorial haraterizationof resolution width that also depends only on the struture of the formula beingonsidered. These two results point out the naturalness of resolution and its spaeand width omplexity measures.2 The CharaterizationWe show that for an unsatis�able CNF formula ', the number of points that Delayeran sore while playing the game on ' provides both an upper and a lower boundon the treelike resolution spae of '.We show �rst that g(') + 1 is an upper bound for the treelike resolution spae.Theorem 2.1 If a CNF formula ' requires treelike resolution spae S, then De-layer has a strategy in whih at least S�1 points an be sored, that is, S�1 � g(').Proof. Let be S the minimum spae needed in any treelike resolution refutationof '. We give a strategy for Delayer for playing the ombinatorial game on ' thatsores at least S � 1 points with any strategy of Prover. We prove the result byindution on the number of variables in ', n.For the base ase n = 1, ' ontains just one variable and therefore S � 2.Delayer just needs to answer � to the only variable asked by Prover.For n > 1, let x be the �rst variable asked by Prover and let 'x=1 and 'x=0 theCNF formulas obtained after given value 1 and 0 respetively to variable x in '.Any treelike refutation of ' requires S pebbles and therefore eitheri) any treelike spae for refuting eah of 'x=1 and 'x=0 is at least S � 1 orii) for one of the formulas (say 'x=1) the treelike resolution spae is at least S.Any other possibility would imply that ' ould be refuted in spae less than S.In the �rst ase Delayer an answer � and sores one point. By indution hy-pothesis Delayer an sore S�2 more points playing the game in any of the formulas'x=1 or 'x=0. In the seond ase Delayer answers the value leading to the formulathat requires treelike resolution spae S (x = 1 in this ase) and the game is playedon 'x=1 in the next round.On the other hand g(') is also a lower bound for the treelike resolution spae. Letus onsider a resolution refutation of ', R, and suppose that Prover and Delayerplay the game on '. Delayer follows a strategy soring at least g(') points andProver hooses the variables in an order indued by the refutation in the followingway: Prover starts at the empty lause in R and in general at the end of a roundmoves to a lause C. In the next round Prover hooses the resolved variable x fromthe two parent lauses of C. If Delayer assigns to x a value 0 or 1 then Prover moves4



to the parent lause that is falsi�ed by the partial assignment and the new roundstarts. If Delayer assigns x value � then Prover an hoose value 0 or 1 for x andmoves to the parent lause falsi�ed by the hosen partial assignment. In this ase wemark the lause with �. The game ends when Prover an move to an initial lause.For a refutation R let us denote by game(R) the subgraph of R formed by all thelauses that an be visited by Prover and the edges joining them in the desribedgame (with a strategy from Delayer soring at least g(') points). We show that thepebble game played on game(R) needs at least g(') + 1 pebbles. Sine game(R)is a subgraph of R, by Lemma 1.3 this implies that treelike spae for ' is at leastg(') + 1.Theorem 2.2 The treelike spae needed for refuting a CNF ' is at least g(') + 1.Proof. Let R be a treelike resolution refutation of '. game(R) is also a tree andin any path from the empty lause to an initial lause in game(R) there are at leastg(') nodes marked with � (branhing nodes). We will show that game(R) requiresat least g(') + 1 pebbles. This implies the result sine game(R) is a subgraph of R.Consider any strategy for pebbling the tree game(R), and onsider the �rstmoment s in whih all the paths going from an initial lause to the empty lauseontain a pebble. After moment s� 1 a pebble has to be plaed on an initial lauseC, and before that, the path going from C to the empty lause is the only pathwithout pebbles. This path ontains at least g(') nodes marked with *. In eah oneof these nodes starts a path going to an initial lause. All these paths are disjointand they all ontain a pebble at instant s� 1 (otherwise there would be at moments a path from the empty lause to some initial lause without any pebble). Togetherwith the pebble at moment s, this makes at least g(') + 1 pebbles.As mentioned in the introdution, the ombinatorial game was de�ned in [?℄ as atool for proving lower bound for the size of treelike resolution refutation. Impagliazzoand Pudl�ak prove the following result:Theorem 2.3 [?℄ If Delayer has a strategy on a formula ' whih sores r pointsthen any treelike resolution refutation of ' has size at least 2r.Based on the relations between size and spae in treelike resolution refutationsand the above haraterization, we an slightly improve this result by a fator oftwo. For this the following result from [?℄ is needed:Theorem 2.4 If a CNF formula requires spae s then it requires treelike resolutionrefutations of size at least 2s � 1.Together with the ombinatorial haraterization of treelike resolution spae thisimplies:Corollary 2.5 For any unsatis�able CNF formula ', if Delayer has a strategy on' whih sores r points then any treelike resolution refutation of ' has size at least2r+1 � 1. 5



3 A separation between treelike and general resolutionspaeWe present in this setion a family of formulas that require more spae when refutedusing treelike resolution than when this is done with general resolution. The formulasare a partiular ase of the the pebbling ontraditions introdued in [?℄. These arebased on the pebbling game and are de�ned in the following way:De�nition 3.1 Let G = (V;E) be a direted ayli graph in whih every node hasin-degree 0 or 2 and has a unique node with out-degree 0. P (G) denotes the pebblingformula based on G. For every node v 2 V P (G) ontains the variables v0 and v1.P (G) de�ned as the onjuntion of the following lauses:i) A soure node s in G (a node with no inoming edges) has assoiated the sourelause s0s1.ii) The target node t (the node without outgoing edges) has the two target lauses�t0 and �t1 assoiated to it.iii) Any nonsoure node w with parent nodes u and v has four pebbling lausesassoiated: �u0�v0w0w1, �u0�v1w0w1, �u1�v0w0w1 and �u1�v1w0w1.It is not hard to see that for any direted ayli graph G (with the requireddegree ondition) P (G) is a ontradition.Let Tn denote the omplete binary tree with n levels. We give an upper boundfor the spae required to resolve P (Tn) in general resolution.For the proof of this result we use the following notation: for a formula ' anda lause C ' `s C means that C an be derived from ' using resolution spae atmost s.Lemma 3.2 For n � 5, if P (Tn�3) `s�2 �, P (Tn�2) `s�1 � and P (Tn�1) `s � thenP (Tn) `s �.Proof. We give a resolution strategy for refuting P (Tn) measuring the spaeneeded. The set of lauses kept at eah stage in the refutation an be seen inTables 2 and 3. The variables names follow the shemati representation of Tn inFigure 1. Sine P (Tn�1) `s � it follows that P (Tn) `s b0b1. This is beause all thelauses in P (Tn�1) ours in P (Tn) exept for lauses �b0 and �b1. Similarly, sineP (Tn�2) `s�1 � it is also lear that P (Tn) `s�1 d0d1. So we an derive the twolauses b0b1 and d0d1 using spae s by �rst deriving b0b1 in spae s, keeping it, andthen deriving d0d1. h The maximum amount of spae used until this point is s.From lauses �a0, �a1, the pebbling lauses for a (whih are initial lauses) andlause b0b1, we an derive using onstant spae 3 �0 and �1. This means that fromthe stage with the lauses d0d1 and b0b1 we an derive d0d1 �0 and �1 using spae 4(Table 2). 6
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bHHHHH ��������aFigure 1: Complete tree TnNow from d0d1, �0, �1 and the pebbling lauses for  we get in spae 5 �e0 and �e1.The derivation is very similar to that in Table 2, but now lauses �0 and �1 must bekept in memory as they are not initial lauses. The detailed derivation is in Table 3.Sine P (Tn�3) `s�2 � it follows that P (Tn) `s�2 f0f1. During this derivation wehave to keep �e0 and �e1, so the maximum amount of spae used is s. From f0f1, �e0,�e1 and the pebbling lauses for e we get �g0 and �g1 in spae 5 as in Table 3. Againas P (Tn�3) `s�2 � it follows lear that P (Tn) `s�2 g0g1. From g0g1, �g0 and �g1 wederive � in spae 3.From this results follows the upper bound for the resolution spae of P (Tn).Corollary 3.3 For every n, P (Tn) has a resolution refutation with spae at most2n=3 + 3.Proof. The result follows from the fat that for n = 2 mod 3, P (Tn) has arefutation with spae at most 2(n + 1)=3 + 1. We prove this by indution on n.The base ase n = 2 is lear sine it is easy to hek that P (T2) has resolutionrefutations of spae 3. It also holds that for any n, P (Tn+1) requires spae at mosts+ 1 if P (Tn) an be refuted using spae s. For the indution step, let us supposethat n = 2 mod 3. By indution hypothesis the spae needed for P (Tn�3) is at most2(n � 2)=3 + 1. Using the above property we get that the spae needed for (Tn�2)and for (Tn�1) respetively at most 2(n�2)=3+2 and 2(n�2)=3+3 = 2(n+1)=3+1.By the above lemma P (Tn) requires also at most spae 2(n+ 1)=3 + 1.On the other hand in the ase of treelike resolution, the spae needed in a refu-tation of P (Tn) is at most n � 2. This follows our haraterization of resolutionspae in treelike resolution together with the lower bound obtained in [?℄ on the7



d0d1 b0b1d0d1 b0b1 �0�b0a0a1d0d1 b0b1 �0b1a0a1d0d1 b0b1 �0b1a0a1 �0�b1a0a1d0d1 b0b1 �0a0a1d0d1 b0b1 �0a0a1 �a0d0d1 b0b1 �0a1d0d1 b0b1 �0a1 �a1d0d1 b0b1 �0d0d1 b0b1 �0 �1�b0a0a1d0d1 �1b1a0a1 �0d0d1 �1b1a0a1 �0 �1�b1a0a1d0d1 �1a0a1 �0d0d1 �1a0a1 �0 �a0d0d1 �1a1 �0d0d1 �1a1 �0 �a1d0d1 �1 �0Table 1: Clauses kept in memory during the resolution derivation of �1 and �0number on points obtained by Delayer's when playing the ombinatorial game onthe pebbling formulas. We just need the partiular ase of this result for ompletetrees.Theorem 3.4 [?℄ For every n Delayer has a strategy in whih at least n� 2 pointsan be sored, when playing the ombinatorial game on P (Tn).Corollary 3.5 For every n, the spae needed in a treelike resolution refutation ofP (Tn) is at least n� 2.4 Conlusions and open problemsWe have given an exat haraterization of the spae required in resolution refuta-tions of a CNF formula based on a purely ombinatorial game and independent ofthe resolution method. We also have shown a separation between the spae neededin treelike and general resolution of a partiular lass of formulas. It remains openwhether the haraterization an be adapted to apture the spae omplexity ingeneral resolution (without the treelike restrition). This ould help to answer thequestion of whether there are families of formulas that have resolution refutations ofsmall size but require a large amount of spae, a question proposed by Ben-Sassonin [?℄. We onjeture that the Pebbling Formulas are an example of a family withthis property. These formulas have small resolution size [?℄ and as we have seenrequire a large amount of spae in treelike refutations.8
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